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Agenda

1. What is OER?
2. Why OER? (Stories)
3. Positioning the library in OER
4. Proposed OER program of activities for 

CARL
5. Questions and discussion



“Open Educational Resources (OER) support quality 
education that is equitable, inclusive, open and 
participatory. OER are teaching, learning and research 
materials in any medium – digital or otherwise – that 
reside in the public domain or have been released 
under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, 
adaptation and redistribution by others with no or 
limited restrictions. [...] OER are a strategic opportunity 
to improve knowledge sharing, capacity building and 
universal access to quality learning and teaching 
resources.”

From Ljublana OER Action Plan (2017)

What is OER?



Input from OER librarian leaders

August 22, 2018 – Meeting at York U. of OER librarian leaders



Why OER?

https://www.someecards.com/usercards/viewcard/MjAxMi1mOTZkYWVkYmUwZGM4NDg5/



Why OER?
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https://www.fhsu.edu/oer/



Why OER?

https://open.bccampus.ca/



Why OER?

“We are on the cusp of a global revolution in teaching 
and learning. Educators worldwide are developing a vast 
pool of educational resources on the Internet, open and 
free for all to use. These educators are creating a world 
where each and every person on earth can access and 
contribute to the sum of all human knowledge. They are 
also planting the seeds of a new pedagogy where 
educators and learne rs create, shape and evolve 
knowledge together, deepening their skills and 
understanding as they go.”

From Cape Town Declaration  (2007)



Positioning the library in OER

● Out of 6 “key insights” featured in 
SPARC’s Connect OER 2016-2017 Report, 
2 are about libraries:

– #1: Libraries are the most engaged entity on 
campus in efforts to advance OER

– #2: Within libraries, the department most 
commonly engaged in advancing
OER is Scholarly Communications

https://sparcopen.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Connect-OER-2016-2017-Annual-Report.pdf 



Successful Strategies for Libraries

● OER Librarians
● Campus-wide OER committees
● Librarian project management support 

and Open Publishing
● Librarian support for discovery of OER
● Cross-institutional OER collaboration
● Librarian-led advocacy



Proposed OER program for CARL

● Responds to key feedback from librarians:
– support and develop leaders
– build capacity amongst all librarians
– be available to all academic librarians
– use the CARL voice for good
– be a hub for national communication 

around OER across libraries



Proposed OER program for CARL

● Includes the creation of a Visiting 
Program Officer for OER position
– proven format for developing key 

leaders
– ensures connection with existing 

community
– brings lived experience to the program 



Proposed OER program for CARL

● Targets several different communities:
– Established and emerging leaders 

(leadership bootcamp, communications 
efforts)

– Academic library community (distributed 
model across regions)

– Library directors (Mini-forum)
– Other stakeholders and decision-makers 

(communications efforts)



Proposed CARL OER Activity:
OER Mini-Forum for CARL Directors

● Proposed topic: the imperative of library 
leadership involvement in OER on 
campuses

● Possible components: 
– first-hand experiences; candid presentation by a 

Provost and OER leader from leading OER institution in 
Canada on challenges and opportunities

– panel of university leaders on the critical advantage of 
institutions who utilize library expertise

– lightning talks on key library OER initiatives and lessons 
learned

– talking points for advocating to different stakeholders 
about the benefits of OER



Questions?


